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Stable ergodicity and accessibility for certain partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphisms with bidimensional center leaves
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Abstract. We consider classes of partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism / : M —> M with
splitting TM Es © Ec © Eu and dim Ec — 2. These classes include for instance

(perturbations of) the product of Anosov and conservative surface diffeomorphisms, skew

products of surface diffeomorphisms over Anosov, partially hyperbolic symplectomorphisms
on manifolds of dimension four with bidimensional center foliation whose center leaves are all
compact. We prove that accessibility holds in these classes for C1 open and Cr dense subsets

and moreover they are stably ergodic.
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1. Introduction

Ergodicity plays a fundamental role in Dynamics (and in Probability and Physics)
since L. Boltzmann stated the "ergodic hypothesis" which says (roughly speaking)
that in an evolution law time average and space average are equal. More precisely, we

say that a dynamical system / : M -» M preserving a finite measure m is ergodic
(with respect to m) if any invariant set has zero measure or its complement has zero
measure.

E. Hopf [19] proved the ergodicity of the geodesic flow on surfaces of negative
curvature. This was extended by Anosov to the geodesic flow on compact manifolds
with negative curvature in a cornerstone paper in dynamics [3], He also proved
that conservative (today called) Anosov C1+a diffeomorphisms are ergodic. And,
since Anosov diffeomorphisms are open, the above implies that conservative Anosov

systems are stably ergodic. We say that a Cr diffeomorphism / : M —> M
preserving a measure m is C stably ergodic if any sufficiently small Cr perturbation
of / preserving m is ergodic.

* Work partially supported by CAPES, FAPESP, PRONEX and PROSUL, Brazil; Palis-Balzan project;
CSIC-Dynamic Group 618-Uruguay and MathAmSud project PhySeCo.
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In a seminal work, Grayson, Pugh, and Shub [18] proved that the time one map
of the geodesic flow of a hyperbolic surface is C2 stably ergodic. Afterwards,
Ch. Pugh and M. Shub recovered (in some sense) Smale's program in the sixties
about stability and genericity by restricting to partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms on
manifolds preserving the Lebesgue measure and replacing structural stability by stable

ergodicity. They conjectured that among C2 partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism
preserving the Lebesgue measure m, stable ergodicity holds in an open and dense

set. They proved important results in this direction and they proposed a program as

well (see [25,26], and [27]). The main conjecture is:

Conjecture 1.1 ([27]). On any compact manifold, ergodicity holds for an open and
dense set of C2 volume preserving partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms.

This conjecture splits into two conjectures where accessibility (see Definition 1.6)

plays a key role:

Conjecture 1.2 ([27]). Accessibility holds for an open and dense set ofC2 partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism, volume preserving or not.

Conjecture 1.3 ([27]). A partially hyperbolic C2 volume preserving diffeomorphism
with the essential accessibility property is ergodic.

They also proved [27] a result in the direction of the third conjecture: A partially
hyperbolic C2 volume preserving diffeomorphism, dynamically coherent, center
bunched, and with the essential accessibility property is ergodic. Since then, a lot
of research on the field has been done. See the surveys [7,31,37], and [12] for an

account on this progress during the last decades.

In [10], K. Burns and A. Wilkinson improved a lot Pugh-Shub result in two
directions: dynamically coherence is not needed and the center bunching condition
is much milder than originally stated.

The key fact thus to obtain ergodicity is accessibility. In [14] it is proved
that accessibility holds for a C1 open and dense subset of Cr partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphism, volume preserving or not. When the center bundle has dimension

one, it is proved in [32] that accessibility holds for a C1 open and C dense subset

of Cr partially hyperbolic volume preserving diffeomorphism (later extended to the

non-volume preserving case in [5]). This in particular implies the main conjecture
in its full generality when the center dimension is one.

There has been in the last years a great advance to the main conjecture in the
C1 topology. In fact in [30] it is proved that stably ergodicity is C1 dense when the

center dimension is two. And recently, an outstanding result has been obtained by
A. Avila, S. Crovisier, and A. Wilkinson [1]: stable ergodicity is C1 dense in any
case (without any assumption on the dimension of the center bundle).

These results depends heavily on perturbation techniques available in the
C1 topology and not known on higher topologies. The Cr denseness of stable

ergodicity, r > 2, is a complete different problem. Little is known in this case
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when the center bundle has dimension greater than one. In [8], the authors prove
Cr density of stable ergodicity for group extensions over Anosov diffeomorphisms.
A remarkable result has been obtained by F. Rodriguez Hertz [29] for certain

automorphisms of the torus Trf. Also, in [35J are given two examples that can
be C, r > 2, approximated by stable ergodic ones. And very recently Z. Zhang [41 ]

obtained Cr density of stable ergodicity for volume preserving diffeomorphisms
satisfying some pinching condition and a certain type of dominated splitting on the

center. A. Avila and M. Viana have announced C1 openness and Cr density for
certain skew product of surfaces diffeomorphisms over Anosov and our work might
have some overlap with theirs although our methods are different.

Our aim in this paper is to contribute to the C denseness of stable ergodicity,
in particular when the center dimension is two. We prove that for large classes of
Cr partially hyperbolic volume preserving diffeomorphisms with two dimensional
center bundle, stable ergodicity holds in C dense subsets. Precise statements are

given in Section 1.2. However, just to give a flavor of them let us state a particular
case (see Theorems 4A and 4B).

Theorem 1. Ergodicity holds in C1 open and Cr dense subset in the following
settings:

• Skew products ofconservative surfaces diffeomorphisms over conservative Anosov

diffeomorphisms.

• Partially hyperbolic symplectomorphisms on (M, co) where dim M 4 having a

bidimensional center foliation whose leaves are all compact.

The main tool we use to prove the ergodicity is accessibility. Thus, we have to

prove that accessibility holds in a C1 open and Cr dense subset in the setting we are

working with. The main idea is to use results on conservative surface dynamics to
show that generically one gets accessibility. Indeed, when the center dimension is

two and we look to the accessibility class inside a (periodic) compact center leaf we
have three possibilities: it has zero, one or two topological dimensions. We prove
that generically (see Theorem 2) zero dimensional accessibility classes do not exist.
We will use to the full extent results on conservative surface dynamics to prove that
also generically one-dimensional accessibility classes do not exist and therefore the

accessibility classes are open on the center leaf and so there is just one accessibility
class.

1.1. Setting. Let / : M -> M be a diffeomorphism where M is a compact rie-
mannian manifold without boundary. We say that / is partially hyperbolic if the

tangent bundle splits into three subbundles TM Es © Ec © Eu invariant under
the tangent map Df and such that:

• There exists 0 < A < 1 such that

\\Df/Ef \ < A and ||DfjE\ || < A.
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For every x e M we have

II Df/e{ II \\Df/Ecx\\
<1 and < 1.

m{Df/Ec} m{Df/Eu}

where is the co-norm of A, i.e., m{Aj — ||^4_1||_1.

By continuity of Df and the compactness of M, there is a positive constant 77 < 1

such that the inequalities in the last item hold for 77 instead of 1. In other words, Es is

uniformly contracted, Eu is uniformly expanded and the behaviour of Ec is between
both.

It is well known that the subbundles Es and E" uniquely integrate to two foliations
!FS and 3ru called the stable and unstable foliation respectively. We
denote by Jr<y{x) (a — s, u) the leaf of the foliation through the point x.

On the other hand it is not always true that the center subbundle Ec is integrable.
We say that the partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism / is dynamically coherent if
the bundles Es © Ec and Ec © E" integrate to invariant foliations !ECS and !FCU

called the center stable and center unstable foliations respectively. In particular Ec

integrates to a (normally hyperbolic) invariant foliation !FC. Moreover, !FC and

subfoliates 3rcs and 3rc and Fu subfoliates !FCU, see [9].
We say the center foliation is r-normally hyperbolic (r > 1) if the following

holds:
ID/,«II md WlEfW <,

m{Df/Ec}r m{Df/Eu}
If / is of class Cr and the center foliation is r-normally hyperbolic then the leaves

of 3rc are of CT class (see [20]).
Partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms are C1 open. In order to assure that

dynamically coherence also holds for C1 systems nearby we have to require plaque
expansiveness. This is technical and we will not define it here, we refer to [20]
(however, if !FC is a C1 foliation or all leaves of 3TC are compact then the center
foliation is plaque expansive). The results on [20] (see Theorem 7.4) assure that a

normally hyperbolic and plaque expansive foliation .FT of a diffeomorphism / is

structurally stable, that is, there exist a neighborhood of U(f) and a homeomorphism
h : M -> M such that for g e V. (/) there exists a (normally hyperbolic) foliation !Eg

such that hOEj-lx)) !F£(h(x)) and h (Ff (/(x))) 3Tg(g{h(x))). This result

implies that partially hyperbolic diffeomorphisms, dynamically coherent with center
foliation plaque expansive are C1 open.

We also say that a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism / is center bunched if:

n n 11

II Pf/Ex II II Df/Ex II 1

/Ex rn{Df/Ec}
< an

m{Df/Ec}m{Df/Eu}
<

This bunching condition is as in [10] where they improve substantially the one
stated by Pugh-Shub originally. Notice that the bunching condition is also C1 open.
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We say that a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism / : M —* M dynamically
coherent has Global Product Structure (GPS for short) if there is a covering n :

M —> M and a lift / : M —> M of / such that when we lift the invariant foliations
(stable, unstable, center-stable, and center-unstable) to M we have for any x, y in M :

#{Fcs(x) n Fu(y)} 1 and #{Fcu(x) n F'(y)} 1.

The GPS also implies that, in the covering M every stable leaf intersects in

one point every center leaf inside a center stable leaf, i.e. if y, z e !FCS (x) then

#{^(.y) H !Fc(z)} 1. The same in center-unstable leaves in the covering. In

particular, if y,z e !Fcs(x), then !Fs(y) n lFc(z) 0, although this intersection

might not be unique.
One of the main property of the GPS is that it allow us to define a global projection

(in M) onto a given center stable manifold along the holonomy of the unstable

foliation. We denote by ß SP S the C1 interior of the set of partially hyperbolic
diffeomorphisms dynamically coherent having GPS.

Definition 1.4. Let M be a compact riemannian manifold without boundary and let

r > 1. We denote by 8r 8r(M) the set of Cr diffeomorphisms / : M M
(with the C topology) such that

• / is partially hyperbolic;

• / is dynamically coherent;

• the center foliation is /--normally hyperbolic and plaque expansive;

• / is center bunched;

• / e ßSPS: and

• the set of center leaves that are compact and /-periodic are dense in M.

We remark that 8r is C1 open (and hence Cr open as well).

Examples. Here we give some examples of diffeomorphism in 8r. We restrict
ourselves where the center dimension is two.

(1) Perturbation of product of diffeomorphisms: Let g : S —> S be a Cr
diffeomorphism of a compact surface and let / : N -> N be a transitive Anosov

diffeomorphism. If the contraction and expansion of / are strong enough we get
that / x g 6 8r (M) where M N x S. Notice that the center foliation consists

of compact manifolds homeomorphic to S. In particular, the space of center leaves

is homeomorphic to N and the dynamics of the center leaves is conjugated to the

Anosov diffeomorphism / : N -> N and hence (lifting to the covering M N x S

where A is the universal covering of N) f x g has GPS (and indeed belongs to § IPS
In case g id then automatically / x g e 8r for any r > 1.
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(2) Skew products over Anosov: Let / : N —> ;V be a C (transitive) Anosov
diffeomorphism and consider S a compact surface. Let U C Diffr(S) be the open
set such that if h e U then / x h is partially hyperbolic with center fiber {x} x S,
center bunched, and r-normally hyperbolic. Let g : N -* U be a continuous map.
For x N let's denote by gx the diffeomorphism g(x) : S —> S. For such a map g
consider the skew product F f xsp g :NxS-+NxS by

F(x,y) (f(x),gx(y)).
Notice that the center foliation is {{.v} x S, x N} and the dynamics of the center
leaves is the one of the Anosov / : N —>• N. It follows that F has GPS (and any
C perturbation has GPS as well) and the periodic center leaves are dense. Thus,
we have that F e 8r(N x S). We may consider thus perturbations of F in 8r and

also perturbations in the skew product setting. For this, let {g : N —> U :

continuous}, where g, g e are close if gx,gx are C close for all x e N. We
denote by 8rsp the set of skew products f xsp g with g 6 §.

If to is an area (symplectic) form on S we denote by 8rsp w the set of skew products
as above where gx preserves to for all x e N. Notice that in general F e 8rsp M

does

not preserves volume. If the base map / : N —> N preserves a volume form r] then

F e 8^p w preserves the volume form in N x S given by r] x to.

(3) Let / : M -> M be partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism of a four dimensional
manifold, dynamically coherent whose center leaves are all compact and bidimen-
sional. Results of Gogolev [17] (see also Carrasco [11] and Bohnet [6]) implies that
center foliation is uniformly compact (that is, the leaves have finite holonomy), and

that fibers over an Anosov diffeomorphism on the torus T2. In particular it has GPS
and the periodic center leaves are dense.

(4) (Perturbation of) the product of the time t of an Anosov suspension and a

rotation: Consider / : N -> N the time t map of the suspension of a transitive
Anosov diffeomorphism and let R : S1 —> S1 be a rotation. Let / x R : N x S1 ->
N x S1. It is not difficult to see that belongs to 8r for any r as long as / is C.
(5) (Perturbation of) the product of time maps of Anosov suspensions: Let /, g be

time maps of the suspensions of a transitive Anosov diffeomorphisms. Then / x g
belongs to 8r.
Remark 1.5. We considered time maps of Anosov suspensions so that there is a lift
with GPS. There are time-1 map of Anosov flows without GPS, for instance, time-1

map of the geodesic flow in a surface of negative curvature.

1.2. Statements of Results. We denote by 8rm (M the set ofdiffeomorphisms in 8r
preserving a volume form m on M, and by 8rw the ones in 8r preserving a symplectic
form to on M. And recall that 8rsp(M), 8rsp W(M) are the skew products over Anosov
diffeomorphism on M N x S where S is a compact surface and to is an area form
on S.
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Our results mainly concerns accessibility, so let us introduce the concept.

Definition 1.6. Let / : M —> M be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism in 8r.
A su-path is a continuous curve a : [0, 1] —>• M such that there exists a partition
0 t0 < t\ < • • • < tn — 1 such that a([r,-, f, + i]) is contained either in a leaf of 3rs

or in a leaf of !FU. The relation x ~ y if there exists a s u-path from x to y is an

equivalence relation on M.
For a point x e M the accessibility class AC(x) of x is:

AC(x) {y e M : there is a su-path from x to y}.

We say that / is accessible if AC(x) M for some x (and hence for all x 6 M).
On the other hand, we say the accessibility class AC(x) is trivial if AC(x) n Ec (x)
is totally disconnected.

Our first result concerns trivial accessibility classes (with no restriction on the

dimension of the center leaves):

Theorem 2. Letr > 2 and let 8 denote 8r,8^,8^,8^ or 8rspco. Then, the set Rq of
diffeomorphisms in 8 having no trivial accessibility classes is C1 open andCr dense.

The next result gives a condition to assure accessibility when the center leaves

have dimension two. Recall that a sink is an attracting periodic orbit. Call a

diffeomorphism g : S —> S sinkless if it has no sinks. Define a subset 8rA of 8r
by / 8rA if there is a periodic center leaf L fk (L) for which fk restricted to L
is both Axiom A and sinkless. Note that 8rA is a C1 open subset of 8r.

Theorem 3A. Assume that r > 2 and dim Ec 2. Then, there exists -"R C 8rA

which is C1 open and Cr dense in 8rA such that any f e .R is accessible.

In the conservative setting define 8rA m := 8\ H 8rm and note that this is a C1

open subset of 8rm.

Theorem 3B. Assume that r > 2 and dim Ec — 2. Then, there exists -R C 8rA m

which is C1 open and Cr dense in 8A m
such that any f -R is accessible. In

particular any f e R is stably ergodic.

Above, we considered a sinkless diffeomorphism fkL. By replacing / with its

inverse, analogous results also hold when fkL is both Axiom A and "sourceless".

Finally, the next two results says that accessibility holds generically in the case of
skew products or when a symplectic form is preserved (they imply Theorem 1):

Theorem 4A. Assume that r > 2 and dim Ec 2 and consider the space 8rsp a)

of skew-products preserving an area form at. Then, there exists -R C 8rsp M
which

is C1 open and Cr dense such that all diffeomorphism in R. are accessible. In
particular, if the base map preserve a volume form ?], any f 6 R is stably ergodic
with respect to the volume induced by r/ x at.
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Theorem 4B. Assume that r > 2 and dim Ec — 2 and consider the subspace 8f
of 8r formed by those preserving a symplectic form co. Then, there exists .R C 8f
which is C1 open and Cr dense in 8rü) such that all dijfeomorphism in IR are
accessible. In particular they are stable ergodic with respect to the volume induced
by the symplectic form co.

Organization of the paper. In Section 2 we give general facts concerning accessibility

classes and some results regarding its structure when the center has dimension two.
In Section 3 we prove some perturbation results in order to obtain later some generic
results on the accessibility classes. Section 4 is devoted to prove Theorem 2. The

accessibility classes of periodic points are studied in Section 5, where it is proved that

generically, when the center subbundle has dimension two, the accessibility classes

of hyperbolic periodic points or elliptic (when we restrict to an invariant center leaf)
are open. Theorem 3A and Theorem 3B are proved in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7

we prove Theorem 4A and Theorem 4B.

Acknowledgements. We wish to thank C. Bonatti, P. Le Calvez, A. Koropecki,
E. Pujals, and M. Viana for useful conversations and especially R. Potrie for reading
a draft version of the paper and giving some insightful comments. We also are very
grateful to the referee whose comments and corrections helped us to improve the

paper.

2. Basic facts on accessibility

In this section we establish some basic results on accessibility. We assume that

/ : M -* M belongs to 8r, r > 2, although some remarks hold in general.
When y e !Fs(x) denote by n^-(Jrc(x). Ec(y)) the (local) holonomy map from

a neighborhood of x in 3rc(x) to a neighborhood of y in !Fc(y) along the stable

leaves (inside !Fcs(x) !Fcs(y)). This map is well defined since the leaves of !FS

are simple connected. By [28] this holonomy map is of class C1, i.e. the holonomy
map inside center stable leaves along stable leaves is C1. The same holds for center
unstable leaves and holonomy along unstable leaves and so, for fl" ((Fc(x),(Fc(.y)).

Recall that a diffeomorphism / in 8r has Global Product Structure, that is, there
exists a covering map n : M —> M such that denoting by 5r*, * s, u, es, eu, c the

lift of the stable, unstable, center stable, center unstable, and center leaves respectively,
then for every x,y e M we have:

#{Fcs(x) n ¥u(y)} 1 and #{!Fcu(x) n ¥s(y)\ 1.

This allows to define a continuous map

fl" : M — Fcs(x), (2.1)
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defined by the holonomy map along unstable leaves:

Tlu~(z) F"(z) n Fcs(x).

If we restrict the map TV- to !FCU (x), we have that Tl~(!Fcu(x)) T~c(x). In an

analogous way we define IT— the holonomy along stable leaves. And also we define

n~" : M -> ¥c(x) by

n|u n| o n|. (2.2)

Note that, in general, TV- ± 13

Recall that we have defined the accessibility class of x e M as

AC{x) — {y M : there is a sw-path from x to y}.

We define the center accessibility class of x as C(x) AC(x) D 3*c (x).
The same definitions for M : for x e M its accessibility class is

AC (x) {y e M : there is a sw-path from 3c to y}

and C(x) AC(x) D !Fc(x).
Let us observe that if

x,z e M with z e AC(x) n|"(z) e C(x). (2.3)

Lemma 2.1. Let x e M and set x n(x). Then

• 7t(AC (x)) AC(x).

• 7r(C(x)) C C(x).

Proof. Note that the projection of a sw-path in M is a ^w-path in M. Then,

tt(AC(x)) C AC(x). Reciprocally, the lift of a 5«-path in M is a 5M-path in M.
The second part also follows easily:

tt(C(x)) n(AC(x) n Fc(3c)) C n(ÀC(x)) n n(?c(x))
AC(x) n Fc(x) C(x).

The proof is complete.

Lemma 2.2. The following are equivalent:

(a) AC(x) is an open subset.

(b) AC(x) has non-empty interior.

(c) C (x) is an open subset of fc (x)

(d) C(x) has non-empty interior (in !Fc(x)).
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Proof. Notice that, by continuity of Fs, if U is an open set in M then the saturation

by stable leaves, i.e. UX<=u3rs(x) is also open in M and the same for the saturation

by unstable leaves. Moreover, from the local product structure due the partially
hyperbolic structure, given an open set V in a center leaf, its saturation by stable

and unstable leaf is also an open set in M. From these simple facts the lemma
follows.

The same is true for the lift and also equivalent to the above:

Lemma 2.3. The following are equivalent:

(a) AC (x) is an open subset.

(b) AC (x) has non-empty interior.

(c) C (x) is an open subset of!Fc(x).

(d) C (x) has non-empty interior (in !FC (x)).

(e) C(x) is an open subset of !FC (x).

Proof. The proof of the equivalence among the first four items is analogous as the

previous lemma. Let's see the equivalence with the last one. If AC (x) is open we get,

by Lemma 2.1 and since 7r is a covering map, that AC(x) n(AC(x)) is open and

hence C(x) is open by lemma above. On the other hand, if C(x) is open in 3rc(x)
then AC(x) is also open in M. It follows that 7r_1 (AC{x)) is open in M. Since
7T—1 (AC(x)) Ußß(AC(x)) where ß runs over all covering transformations. It
follows, for some ß covering transformation, that ß(AC(x)) has non-empty interior
and so AC (x) has non-empty interior.

Lemma 2.4. For any z e M and any center leaf 3TC (x) we have that AC(z) fl
!FC (x) 7^ 0. In particular, f is accessible if and only iffor some x it holds that

C(x) fc(x).

Proof. The Global Product Structure implies in particular that for any z and x we
have that:

Fu(z) n Fcs(x) ± 0 and F"(x) (J Vs{y)
y&Fc (*)

which yields AC(z) fl !Fc(x) ^ 0. The second part follows immediately.

Recall that for y fs(x) the (local) holonomy map ni(Jrc(x), 3rc{y)) from
a neighborhood Uß. of x in !Fc(x) to a neighborhood Uy of y in 3rc(y) is a C1

diffeomorphism. If y : [0. 1] —> ^(x) is a path joining x and y then there exists a

continuous map T'5 : Uf x [0,1] —» !Fcs(x) such that:

• r*(z,0 e !Fs(z) V t G [0.1]. In particular T's(z. f) g ^4C(z).

• Ts{z, 0) z for all z G Uß..
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• rs(z, l) rF(^c(x), Fc(y))(z) ucy.

• Ts0 : Ucx — Ucy defined by r*(z) T(z, 1) rF(£"c(x), Fc(y))(z) is a

C1 diffeomorphism.

The same holds when y e !Fu(x) considering n"(Jrc(x), 3rc(y)) and also for
the lift / : M -> M. In particular, if y e AC(x) and y is su-path joining x to y, by
finite composition of maps as above we get a map (see Figure 1

F : Ucx x [0, 1] -> M (2.4)

such that

• T(z,t) G AC(z) for all t G [0,1].

• T(z, 0) z for all z G Ux.

• r(z, 1) G ucy.

• To : Ucx -> Ucy defined by T0(z) T(z, 1) is a C1 dilfeomorphism.

Fc(y)

Fc(x)

Figure 1. The map F.

In the same way, if y e AC (x) we have a map

f : t/f x [0,1] - M

with the properties above. The above has important consequences
the definition of a homogeneous subset.

(2.5)

First, we recall
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Definition 2.5. Let X be a riemannian manifold. A subset Z C X is said

Cr-homogeneous if for every pair of points x,y e Z there are neighborhoods
Ux, Uy C X of x and y, respectively, and a C-diffeomorphism f ' Ux -> Uy such

that cp(Ux n Z) Uy n Z and <f>(x) y.

Thus, it follows straightforward from the definitions of T and T that:

Lemma 2.6. C(x) and C(x) are C1 -homogeneous.

Moreover, we have the following:

Lemma 2.7. Let x M and y G C (x). Then there are neighborhoods U~ and U~
x y

in !Fc(x) and a continuous map T : U~ x [0,1] —> Trc (x) such that

(1) y(z, 0) z for all z e U~;

(2) y(z, 1) 6 U~ for all z e U£;

(3) y(x, 1) y; and

(4) y(z,t) C(z),for allz e U~ and t e [0,1].

Proof Just take y n~" o T where IT|" and T are the maps defined in (2.2)
and (2.5), respectively. See also [29]).

Remark 2.8. Notice that projecting by n : M —> M we have a similar result: given x
in M and x e M such that Jt(x) x and y 6 7r(C (x)) then there are neighborhoods

Uf and Uy in 3rc{x) and a continuous map y : Uf x [0, 1] —> lFc(x) such that

(1) y(z, 0) z for all z e Uf;
(2) y(z, 1) 6 Ucy for all z e Uf;
(3) y(x, 1) y; and

(4) y(z, t) 6 C(z), for all z e Uf and t e [0, 1].

Corollary 2.9. C (x) is connected and arc-connected.

Recall that an accessibility class AC{x) is trivial if AC{x) fl 3rc(x) is totally
disconnected. Notice that by the map T defined in (2.4) this does not depend on x,
just on the accessibility class.

Lemma 2.10. The accessibility class AC(x) is trivial if and only if C(x) {x}
where n (x) x.

Proof. If C (x) f {x} then, since it is connected and arc-connected we have that

7r(C(x)) C C(x) contains a non trivial connected set and so C(x) is not totally
disconnected. On the other hand, if C (x) {x} then AC (x) n 3rc(y) consists of a

single point for any y and in particular for those y with tr(y) x. Therefore C(x)
is at most countable and so totally disconnected.
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Corollary 2.11. The set {x e M : AC(x) is nontrivial} is open in M.

Proof. Let x e M be such that AC{x) is nontrivial and let x such that n(x) x.
Then C (x) {x}. Now, from Lemma 2.7 we get for any z e 3rc(x) close enough
to x that C (z) {z} and the lemma follows.

The above says that if we have a nontrivial accessibility class then nearby the

classes are nontrivial. We will prove that the same holds when we perturb / as well.
We need the following lemma.

Lemma 2.12. Let f e 8r. Consider x e M and let y e AC(x). Then, there exist

Ux Uy neighborhood of x and y respectively and a C1 neighborhood of f in 8r
such thatfor any g e 11(f) and any z e Ux it holds that AC(z) n \Jy 0.

Proof Fix a su-path from x to y and fix also a small neighborhood Uy. As in the

construction of the map T, there exists neighborhoods Uf and Uy C Uy such that

any z e Uf can be joined by a sw-path to a point in Uy. By the continuity of the

stable and unstable manifolds in compact sets (with respect to /) and the continuous
variation of the center foliation, there exists a C1 neighborhood 11(f) such that for

any g e 11(f) there exists a neighborhood Uf in 3rc(x,g) so that any z e Ufg
can be joined by a sw-path to a point in a neighborhood Uy g C !Fc(y,g). We may
consider that Uy g

is contained in Uy for any g e 11(f). Moreover, we can find
a neighborhood Ux so that for any g e U(f) and any z e Ux there is a sw-path
joining z with a point in Uf g.

As a consequence, we have that a non-trivial accessibility class can not be

destroyed by perturbations.

Corollary 2.13. Let f 6 8r and let x M be such that AC(x) is nontrivial. Then,

there exist a neighborhood Ux ofx and a neighborhood U(f) in 8r (which can be

considered Cl open as well) such thatfor any g e 11(f) and z e Ux the accessibility
class AC(z,g) is nontrivial.

Proof. Let x be such that n(x) x. Since AC(x) is nontrivial, then C (x) ^ {x}.
Let y C (x), y f x. We have a sw-path (in M) joining x to y. By Lemma 2.12

applied to the lift, there are disjoint open sets Ux and Uy of x and y in M and an open
set U(f) such that for any g in 11(f) we have that any point in Ux can bejoined by su-
path of g with a point in Uy. And moreover, if we consider n~" : M —> !Fc(x, g),
then II~"(UX) and n~"((/5r) are open sets (in !Fc(x,g)) and disjoint. The result
thus follows, since for any z. Yls~(Ux) there is point in TT(t/yr) that belongs

to C(z,g).

Lemma 2.14. Let x e M and let x e M with rt(x) x. Let IFf and !Ff be such

that tt(J7c) !Fc(x) and let If, AC (x) H IFf. i 1,2. Then either rr(lfi) and

JtÇCj) are equal or disjoint.
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Proof. Assume that i) fl 7r()?2) 7^ 0- Let z be in this intersection and let z,- £?,-

be such that 7r(z,) z. It follows that^- C(z,). Let ß be a covering map,
^(zi) z2. Since ß sends su-path in A/ to sw-path we conclude that ß(\) C ¥?2

and /ß_1(^2) C \fi. Hence nÇ{) jr(e2).

Corollary 2.15. Let x £ M a«J x £ M such that n{x) x. If C(x) is open then

:r(C (x)) /s r/ie connected component ofC(x) that contains x.

Proof It is a direct consequence of Lemmas 2.1, 2.3, and 2.14.

We now investigate the structure of accessibility classes when the center bundle
has dimension two, that is / £ 8r and dim Ec — 2. The following important result
is essentially contained in [29],

Theorem 2.16. Let f e 8r and assume that dim Ec 2. Let x e M. Then one
and only one of the following holds:

(1) C (x) is open;

(2) C (x) {x};
(3) C (x) is a C1 one dimensional manifold without boundary.

Proof. The same proof in [29, Proposition 5.2] yields that C(x) is either open,
consists just of x or it is a topological one dimensional manifold. Now, in case C (x)
is a topological one dimensional manifold, by the C1 homogeneity of C (x) and the

result in [33] which says that a locally compact and C1 homogeneous subset of a

riemannian manifold is a C1 submanifold, one get that in fact C (x) is of class C1

(and without boundary).

Let us denote by Co(x) the arc-connected component of C(x) that contains x.
We remark that when C(x) is open, then Co(x) is just the connected component
of C(x) that contains x.

Corollary 2.17. Let f £ 8r and assume that dim Ec — 2. Let x £ M and x £ M
with 7t(x) x. Then n(C(x)) Co(x).

Proof. When C (x) is open or trivial then the result follows immediately. Thus, we

just have to check it when C (x) is a one dimensional submanifold (without boundary).
From Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.9 we have n(C{x)) C Co(x). On the other

hand, let ß be an arc in Co(x) starting at x and assume that it is not contained
in 7r(C(x)). Let to sup{r : /]([0,?]) C 7r(C(x))}. Let y /3(fqHthat belongs
to it (C (x))). Since C (x) has no boundary, we have an arc a inside n(C (x)) having y
in its interior, say joining x\ with x2. Now, applying Lemma 2.7 (or Remark 2.8)
we have a continuous map y : Ufx x [0. 1] —> 3rc(x) such that y(xi. t) a(t) and

that y(z, t) e C(z) for any t and z e UX]. Then we conclude that there is an open
set U C UXi such that y(U x [0. 1]) Fl ß 0 (see Figure 2). This implies that C(x)
is open, a contradiction. Therefore, Co(x) C jr(C(x)). The proof is finished.
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Next, we want to show that the set of one dimensional accessibility classes form
a lamination. Let's recall the definition of a lamination (we state this for the case of
lamination of subsets of a surface for simplicity).

Definition 2.18. Let S be a surface and let K c S be closed. We say that K admits a

C1 lamination if K has a partition into C1 one dimensional manifolds (called leaves

of the lamination) such that every point in K has a neighborhood U homeomorphic
to (—1,1) x (—1. 1) (called charts of the lamination) such that K H U correspond to
F x (-1, 1), where F is a closed set in (—1.1) and every {f} x (—1,1), for £ F,
is inside a leaf of K, and tangent spaces of the leaves vary continuously.

Fix a center leaf !FC. Let K be the union of accessibility classes in !FC which
are C1 one-dimensional submanifolds. Then K is partitioned by the accessibility
classes C (3c), x e K. We want to prove that this partition form a C1 lamination.

First we prove that the accessibility classes vary continuously in the C1 topology:

Proposition 2.19. For x K, the curves C (x) vary continuously in the C1 topology.

Before proving the proposition we need an elementary lemma from calculus

(whose proof is leftto the reader). Let us introduce some notations. Let y : [0, 1] -»• S

be an C1 arc of a surface S and consider an s tubular neighborhood Ny. This tubular

neighborhood is diffeomorphic to [0, 1] x [—£,£]. Given a point in Ny we identify
with coordinates (t, s), t [0,1] and s e [—e, e].

We call the left side of Ny the boundary {0} x [—s, e] and right side the boundary
{1} x [—£,£]. We denote by f : Nv —»• y the orthogonal projection, i.e. in local
coordinates Ç(t.s) t.

Lemma 2.20. With the notations above, given S > 0, there exists e e(S) such that

if ß is a C1 curve in Ny from the left to the right side (and do not intersect y) then

there is some (t,s) ß(t such that the angle Z(ß(t),y(t)) <8.
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Now we are ready to give a proof of Proposition 2.19. Since we will be working
in a neighborhood^of 3rc we may assume that we are in trivialization chart of the

tangent bundle T !FC, and so we may compare angles and norms of vectors in different

tangent spaces.

ProofofProposition 2.19. We need to^ prove that if x K and xn K converges
to x then T^fC(xn) converges to Tf(x). Assume that it is not true. Then there

exists some sequence x.n e K converging to some point x e K and some r] > 0 such
that the angle Z(7^n Y(3c„), TfC{x)) > r], for all n.

Let y e Y(3c), y ^ x and let TiW a vw-path joining y to 3c. We may consider an

arc of .su-paths. i.e. for each t e [0,1] a .vu-path Y/" that vary continuously joining x
with some point Y/"(l) e Y(3c) such that Yq" is the trivial su-path and Y[" Tsu.
We may assume that the path Y/M(l) is the arc joining x and y in Y(3c) denoted by
[3c, y]. We will consider tubular neighborhood N of the arc [3c, y].

The path Tf" allows us to consider (see the last item of properties of the

map T in (2.4) and equivalent for (2.5)) a map (pt ' B(x,rt) —> 3rc which is a
C1 diffeomorphism onto its image that contains Y/"(l). We may choose rt r
independent of t. The family ft varies continuously in the C1 topology due to the
local holonomy is C1 inside center stable and center unstable leaves, the center leaves

vary continuously in the C1 topology and the path Y/" varies continuously with t.
Given j) > 0 there exists So > 0 and po > 0 such that for any t if dist(z, x) < p0

and Z(7jfY(3c), w) > 9 then the angle

43(d(4>t)x(T^(x)),d(<pt)^(w)) /.(T^^eix),d((pt)z(w)) > S0. (2.6)

On the other hand, given Si > 0 there exists £i > 0 such that if

distQj(<pt(z)),<pt(x)) < £i then ^(7>Wr(z))Y(x), Y0,(3c)Y(x)) < 5i. (2.7)

Notice also that there exists p > 0 such that for any t if

dist(x.z) < pthen dist(<pt (z)), (pt (x)) < s\. (2.8)

Consider x and y in Y(3c) between x and y. Denote by y [x. y] the arc in Y(3c)

joining x and y.
Let 9 t] and take So So(9) from (2.6). Choose Si > 0 such that So — Si

S > 0 and let £i from (2.7). Choose p < po such that (2.8) holds.

For this 8 choose an s tubular neighborhood as in Lemma 2.20 and such

that N[zty] C U/e[0>i]<f>t(B(x,p)).
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Now, if xn is close enough to x then ßn (t f, (x„), t e [0,1] is a curve that

crosses the N[%,y] from the left to the right side. On the other hand, if t is such that

ßn(t) e then span(/3„) d{<pt(xn))(T^fe{xn)) and so

^(ßn(0> ^(ßniO^Cx)) /.(dipt(xn)Txn'l£(xn),T^(j)t(xn^'C(xn))

> Z(dcp,(xn)7~„*e(xn),d(pt(x)T~C(x)

> So — Si S,

which is a contradiction with Lemma 2.20.

Corollary 2.21. Let fc be a center leaf in M and assume that there is no trivial
accessibility classes. Then the set K of non-open accessibility classes admits a C1

lamination whose leaves are accessibility classes. The same holds for the set of
non open accessibility classes K in IFC whose leaves are connected components of
accessibility classes Co(x) for x e K.

Proof. Since there is no trivial accessibility class the set K is closed. From

Proposition 2.19 and using transversal sections it is not difficult to construct a chart

for each x e K.

3. Perturbation lemmas

In this section we prove our main perturbation techniques that allow us to prove our
theorems. These are Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7. Before we state and prove these lemmas

we need some elementary results, the first one says that some perturbations of the

identity can be thought as translations in terms of local coordinates, no matter if we

are in the conservative world, symplectic world, etc.

Let M be a manifold of dimension d and let S C M be an embedded submanifold
of M of dimension k. Let z e S and let U be a neighborhood of z in M and let V be

the connected component of U IT S containing z. We say that we have local canonical
coordinates in V if we have a coordinate chart (or parametrization) <p : U -* Rd and

(p{V) Vo C with <p(z) 0.

It is a consequence of Darboux Theorem that if co is a symplectic form in M
such that co/s is symplectic and k 2j. d 21 and we write coordinates in Rk as

{x\,..., Xj, y i,..., yj and in as (x\,... ,xi,y\,... ,yf) then we may assume

that the local chart verifies cp*(Yl1= i dxi Adyt) co\U and cp*CffJi=i d*i Adyi)
co\V, see e.g. [24] and [36].

And in case m is a volume form it is well known that we can choose local
coordinates in as (xj,... ,Xd), we may assume also that cp*{dx\ A • • • A dxd) — m,
i.e. in local coordinates the volume form is the standard volume form in
(see e.g. [24]).
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The next lemma says that we can glue an arbitrary small translation near a point
with the identity outside a neighborhood in the conservative and symplectic setting.
Sophisticated versions of this problem can be found in [ 13] and [2] (pasting lemma).

Lemma 3.1. Let M be a Cr manifold and let S C M be a C submanifold
of M,r > 1. Let z e S and let U be a given neighborhood of z in M such that
V S (1U has local canonical coordinates. Then, there exist Vz e V c V C U
and So > 0 such thatfor any 0 < e < £o there exists 8 > 0 such thatfor any w £ E*j
||iu|| <8 there exists a dijfeomorphism h : M -» M satisfying:

(1) h is e-C close to identity;

(2) h id on Uc;

(3) h preserves V, i.e. h(V) V;

(4) h IV in local coordinates is given by

y h(y) y + w.

If co is a symplectic form in M and w/s is symplectic then h can be taken to be

a symplectomorphism. If m is a volume form in M, we can take h to preserves the

volume form m.

Proof. In the general case (i.e neither conservative nor symplectic) the solution is

easy, just take the time t map (with t small enough) of the flow generated by a vector
field X (in the local coordinates) such that X(x) — v for v e Efc, ||u|| 1 and it is

identically zero outside a neighborhood of the origin. The same idea works in the

conservative setting taking X to be divergence free vector field and in the symplectic
setting taking a Hamiltonian vector field.

Let's consider the conservative setting. Recall that we have local coordinates,

i.e. a chart <p : U —* and (p{V) Vo C M*" with <p(z) 0

and :p*(dx\ A • • • A dxd) m. Let xf : —» M be a bump function such that it is

equal to 1 in a neighborhood of 0 and it is identically zero outside a neighborhood
of 0 as well (with closure contained in cp(U)). Let w ||tu|| 1. By a linear
change of coordinates (preserving M^) we may assume that w e\. Consider the

function / : —> M given by

/(*) x{xi,x2,...,xd) f{x)x2.

Then, taking X(x) (^. — 0 0) we have that X is divergence free. Now,

taking the time t map of the flow generated by X for t small we get the lemma.
Let's consider the symplectic case. We may assume without loss of generality

that U is contained in a tubular neighborhood of S and U — U' x D, D fibers of the

tubular neighborhood. Choose open balls V\ C V[ C Ui C LJ[ C U centered in z
and a C°° bump function if/ : M -> E so that 1f/\U^ =0 and xj/\V\ 1.
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For simplicity we will assume that S is bidimensional. Let u — (u i, 1/2) be a unit
vector in R2 and let Hq : R2 -> M be defined by Hf(x, y) yu\ — XU2- Notice
that X„2 — u in R2.

Let Hf : R2 —» R be 1js Hq and let H" : U -» R be H"(y)
Hq (tp(n(y))), where n is the projection along the fibers of the tubular neighborhood,
and let Hu : M -> R be such that

• Hu 0 in Uc, and

• Hu j/(y)H^(y) if y G U.

Notice that H" is C°° and the C norm is bounded by a constant K that does not
depend on u.

Let y e SflFi. We claim that X^u (y) XfjU (y), where Xf[ is the hamiltonian
field of H\S. Indeed, Xn^'iy) is defined as u>(X'//»(y),-) —dH" and XfJU(y)
as co\siXfjuiy),-) -d(Hu\S)y. For y e V1 D S, Hu(y) Hu(n(y)) and

so dHu dHu\S o dn and hence dH" |(7,JS)-La' 0. Thus, for any v e

(TyS)-LM,co(X//u(y), v) 0, then XH"(y) TyS and so, since for any w e TyS,
we have

co(XHu(y),w) <D\S(X%„(y),w).

We conclude that

XH"(y)

This proves the claim. Finally, taking the time t map of the corresponding hamiltonian
flow, for i small enough, we conclude the lemma.

For / 8r we denote the stable manifold of size £ of a center leaf T",c by

Wf(^) := Uzesrc(Ws>(z)).

Remark 3.2. If is a compact periodic center leaf and w e VF/(5r1c) then there

exists £0 such that w e W£sQ(!Ff) but w £ /"(IT,/o(5r1c)), for all n > 1.

Lemma 3.3. Let f G 8r and let 3<f be a compact periodic center leaf of f.
Let x Tjc and let B be a small neighborhood of x in M. Then there exist

p\, P2,w\,W2, z\, z2 G B, £q, £1, £2 > 0, and U\,U2 disjoint neighborhoods of
w\, V02 in M such that, for i — 1,2,

(1) 3rc(pi),i 1. 2, are periodic compact center leaves;

(2) Wi G WfQ(x) n W»(Pi);
(3) Zi G Wfo(^)nwfi(pi);
(4) Ui n fn(Wf0(Ffj) 0, for all n > 1;

(5) Ui n f-n(W?.(Fc(pi))) 0, for all n > 1;

(6) Ut n fn(Wf. (Fc(pj))) 0, for all n> 0 and i,j 1, 2; and

(7) Ui n f~n(W?0(Ff)) 0, for all n > 0.
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Proof. Let Bo, x e Bo C B be a foliated chart of the center foliation:

<p : Bo -> Dm~k x Dk,

c, and the center foliation in Bowhere Dm~k is a disk in Rm-Ä: and Dk is a disk in

through <p is {y} x Dk and <p(x) (0,0).
Let Px be the plaque of x in Bo- We may assume that !Fp n Bo Px. In Bo,

we identify point in the same plaque, ßo/~ Dm~k. Let P : Bo —> Z?o/~ the

projection map.
For z e Bo, denote by z P(z) the plaque of z and denote by fF^*(z),

* s,u, the connected component of We*(Fc(z)) D Bo that contains z, and by

W*o(z) P(Wc*(z)) (B0 is small compared to s).
In a neighborhood W of x we have local product structure. Since periodic

compact center leaves are dense, we may choose p\ G W such that p\ is contained
in a compact periodic center leaf. (This compact center leaf may intersects B0 in
other plaques than p\, but if it does, intersects finitely many plaques in Bo).

Let wi WsBo(x) n W%Q(pi) and wx Wes(x) n /5_1(û)i), px Wf(w\) n

P~\px),zi W^(x) n Wßo(p\), and z, Wf(px) n P~l(z\).

r.

u \ Z\

Figure 3. 4-legged path.

Now, we can find £o> £t > 0 such that

wi e Wes(F{) but w i £ /"(WfJJFf)), n > l,and

• wi VFe" (3rc(pi)) but Wi i f-n(W»($rc(pi))),n > 1.

Now, we may take p2 close to p\ and contained in a compact periodic leaf and
such that, if we set u)2 — Wg0(x) fl WBo(p2), w2 Wf(x) D P~l(\V2), Pi —

Weu(w2) n P~1(p2), 52 W%0(x) n WsBo(p2), and z2 Wf(p2) n P'Hh) then,

W2 WfQ(3>f) butu;2 £ for n > 1, if p2 is close enough to p\. Now,

we may choose £2 > 0 such that te2 6 W" (Jrc(/'2)) but tu2 ^ f~n(Weu (!Fc(pi))),
n > 1.
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Observe that trivially it holds that,
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Wi i fn(Wes(Fc(pj))), n > 0, i,j 1,2; and

Wi i f-n(W»(Fxcj), n > 0, i 1.2.

From this it is easy to find the neighborhoods Ui, U2. The proof is complete.

Given f e 8r and w e W*(x) recall that we denote U.sj{3rc{x), 3rc(w)) the

(local) holonomy map along the stable foliation in 3rcs(x) from a neighborhood
of x in !Fc(x) onto a neighborhood of w in !Fc(w). For the sake of simplicity we
set Jc !Fc(x),w !Fc(w) and FIy.(x,û)) ny(!Fc(x), !FC(w)). Moreover,

if w !Fcs(x) (although perhaps w VF,s(x)) we still set I~Iy.(x,t(;) the local

holonomy map form a neighborhood of x in x 3rc (x) onto a neighborhood of a

point in Ws{x) n !Fc(w) of w !Fc(w) along the stable foliation where the point
in Ws (x) fl !FC (w) should be clear from the context. Analogous remark and notation
holds for FI"

Remark 3.4. In the setting of Lemma 3.3 notice that FI " (z,-, x) (z,- belongs to Co (x).
Moreover, if h : M -> M is a diffeomorphism close to the identity such that h id

Figure 4. Lemma 3.3.
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in (Ui U U2Y and preserves Vt the connected component of Ui U 3rc (wj) that
contains Wj then if we define g — f o h~l we have:

(*>/) 3rci*-g) where *= x, pt, p2\

V C Fc(witg);
3%e(zi,f) 3%c(zl,g);

nsg(idi,x) nsf(wi,Wj)oh;
ng(wi,pi) TIy-(wi, pi); I

nsg(£i,Pi) ny(f,,â); and (i'lj
n»(x,pi) n»f(x,pi).

Denote supp(/ j^ g) {y : f(y) Y #00}- The next lemma says that we can
destroy trivial accessibility class.

Lemma 3.5. Let S be as in Theorem 2 and let f e S and let !Fc(x) be a

periodic compact center leaf of f. Assume that Co(x) {x\. Then, there exists

neighborhood Vx ofx in !FC (x) and £o > 0 such thatfor any 0 < e < £0 there exists

g e 8, with distc (/, g) < £ such that:

(1) supp(/ Y g) ls disjoint from the f -orbit of 3rc (x),

(2) for any y Vx we have C0(y,g)) Y {j}-

Proof Let x,w\,W2, Pi, P2,z\,Z2 and U\, U2 be as in Lemma 3.3. As before, we
write Wi Trc(wi, /), z,- Fc(z,-, /), and pt T'c(pi,f).

Since Co(x. /) {x}, we have FI" (z,-, Jc)(z,) x and

nsf(wi,x)onuf(pi,Wi)oUsf(zi,pi)oTluf(x,Zi)(x) x, i 1,2.

Let W0 be a small neighborhood of x in !Tc(x) and let W\ c W0 such that

Wi C ny(wi,x) o ny(ßi,wi) o nsf(zi,Pi) o nuf(x,Zi)(Wo).
We may assume that Ui are small so that if V{ is the connected component of

Ui fl W{ that contains Wi then riy.(tî),-, x)(Vi) C W\.

Let £ > 0 be given (small) and let V( as in Lemma 3.1 for the submanifolds in,-

corresponding to Vi and let Vx C Tiy(wi,x)(V{).
Let U : V -» Wi be defined by

/,- nuf(pi,Wi)oYlsf(zi,pi)oT\uf(xJi)onsf(wi,x).

Note that /, is a C1 map and

nsf(wi,x)ouuf(pi,wi)onsf(zi.pi)onuf(x,zi) nsf(wi,x)oiio(usf(wi,x)yl.
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Let's look /1 in the local canonical coordinates and let v in R ||u|| < S be such

that —v is a regular value of l\ —id. For this v, choose h \ : M -» M as in Lemma 3.1

(in the appropriate setting for 8) and so h i o /, has finitely many fixed points in V[.

Indeed, if q is a fixed point in V[ of h\ o /x then l\{q) — q —v and since — v is a

regular value of l\ — id it is an isolated fixed point.

Figure 5. Perturbing trivial accessibility classes.

Let qi,...,qi be the projection of these fixed points in V2, i.e. {q\ qi)
— riy-(û)i. tû2)(Fix(/2i o/jIFi)) n V2. Choose h2 : M —> M as in Lemma 3.1

(corresponding to U2, V2) such that no qi is fixed by h2ol2.
Let g : M -> M be g — f o h~l where h \ M M is defined by

(hi(z) if z e f/i,
h(z) I /t2(tt) ifz 6 U2,

(z otherwise.

It is not difficult to see that (see Remark 3.4):

nsg(wi,x) o u"g(pi,Wi) o nsg(zi,pi) o nug(xji)
ny-(tüi,x) o hi O li O (fly- (w),- x))_1.

Now, the maps

n^(u)i,x) o n^(pi.wi) o o n^(x,zi)
and n^(tû2,x) o nug(p2, w2) o LIsg(z2,p2) o n^(x,z2)

have no common fixed point. Thus, for y e Vx we have that either for i 1 or 2 that

n^(tû,-,x) o nug(pi,wi) o usg{zi,pi) o njj(x,z;)(y) ^ y-

This completes the proof.
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We need the following elementary result. For completeness, we give a proof in
the appendix. It says roughly that two nondecreasing functions of the interval with
arbitrarily small translations have no fixed points in common (this is very simple
when the maps are C1 by transversality).

Proposition 3.6. Let l\ : [—a, a] —> R and£2 : [—b,b] —» R be two non-decreasing
functions and let <p : \—b, b] [—a, a] be also a non-decreasing function. Then for
any e > 0 there exist s,t, |.v|. \t \ < e, such that:

4>({x [—b, b] : I2(x) + t x}) fl {x e [—a, a] : Ci(x) + s x} 0.

Proof. See Appendix A.

We now present the last lemma of this section and it will play a key role in the

proof of our main results (Theorems 4A and 4B).

Lemma 3.7. Let 8 be either 8f or 8rspa) (i.e. as in Theorems 4A and 4B). Consider

f e 8 and let be a periodic compact center leaf. Let x !Ff and assume
that Co(x) is a C1 simple closed curve C. Let U be a neighborhood of C

homeomorphic to an annulus and assume that a family T of disjoint essential
simple closed curves contained in U is given, with C 6 T. Then, there exist a

neighborhood V of'C homeomorphic to an annulus such that for any e > 0 there
exist g 8 such that

(1) distc (/. g) < £,

(2) supp(/ f g) is disjoint from the f -orbit oflFf, and

(3) no curve of Y contained in V is the accessibility class of a point in V, i.e. for
any y V, C0(y, g) + y for any y 6 Y.

Proof. Let x be as in statement of the lemma and let x, w\, u>2, p\, P2, Zi,Z2 and

U\,U2 be as in Lemma 3.3. Again, as before, let's write Wi 3rc(wi.f),
Zi 3rc(zi, /), and pi !Fc(pi, /). Let Vi be the connected component of (7, flu);
that contains in,- and let V( be as in Lemma 3.1. Let W C Ylsj.(xbi,x)(V[) be open
and containing x, i 1,2, and let Cw — W fl C (we may assume that 'Cw is an arc).
Let Ci riy.(x, Wi)(Cw), i 1,2 (see Figure 6).

In the local canonical coordinates in Vj, let 5) be straight segments transversal
to Ci at Wi, and let /,• 11^(ûy,x)(Sl n V(). These arcs are transversal to C
at x. We take V a compact neighborhood of C homeomorphic to a closed annulus,
such that both /,• crosses V and intersects C in just one point. We may suppose that

if y F, y n K 7^ 0 then y C V. Moreover, we redefine /,• to be the connected

component of /, fl V that contains x and let 5/ Fly.(x, iû!)(/i) C 5,- Fl V-.

Let Ji n" (z,-,x) o nsf(pi,Zi) o Ylj-(wi. pi)(Si) and we may also assume

that Ji crosses V. Notice that J\ are transversal to C. Let 7, be a connected

component of 7,- Fl V that crosses V (and we may assume that 7,- intersects C in just
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one point). We will define functions P, : /, —> <p : /i -> 12, and t/r : J\ -> J2

as follows. We will just define Pi : /1 —>• J\, the others are completely similar.
We order the arcs Tfi, 12, J\, J2 so that all of them crosses " in "positive" direction.

Figure 6. Perturbing closed 1-dimensional accessibility classes.

Let y C V be a curve in the family T. Let xY be the closest point of y fl J\ (in the
order of J\) to J\ n and let yy be the closest point of p fl y (in the order of /1

to x 11 fl y. See Figure 7.

Figure 7. The map Pi.

Define Pi(yy) '= xy. This is a function from

{yy : y e T} c h to {xy : y e T} C J\.
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This function is non-decreasing since for y, q e T, y ^ q, if yY <jx yn then

Xy < y I (since each curve of T separates V in exactly two components and the

curves in T are disjoint).
Since the function is non-decreasing it may be extended to a non-decreasing

function P\ : I\ J\. In the same way we define P2 : h -»• Ji, <P ' h h, and

\j/ : J\ —> J2-

Notice that for y e T and xy as before we have

0 P\(yv) p2 °<p(yy)-

Let /, : S -> Si defined by

U nuf(pi,Wi)c>nsf(zi,pi)oUuf(x,Zi)oPioUsf(wi,x)\Sl.

We claim that /,• is non-decreasing. Indeed, it is equivalent to prove that

Ii nsf(Wi,x)oIluf(pi,Wi)oUsf(Zi,pi)oUuf(x,Zi)o Pi

is non-decreasing, which is equivalent to show that

Ii nsf(wi,x) o nuf(pi,Wi) o nsf(zit ßi) o nuf(x,zi)

from Ji to 7, preserves orientation (since it is a diffeomorphism). Set x,- 7,- fl
we know that U (x,-) x. If reverse orientation, then for y > jt x,- we have that

li (y) </. x. Since F? is essential in U we get that the accessibility class of Co(y)
must intersect Co(x) and hence "C is not an accessibility class, a contradiction.

Now, let s > 0 be given and let S be as in Lemma 3.1. For |x| < S and |t| < S

we choose h\ and Ii2 as in Lemma 3.1 so that in V[ we have h\(y) — y + v 1, iq
in the direction of Si, ||ui|| |s| and in F2' we have Ii2(y) y + v2, V2 in the

direction of S2, Htqll |f|- So, Si is invariant by h\ and S2 is invariant by h2,
and parametrizing Si and S2, these maps have the form hi/sx(y) y + s and

Ii2/s2(y) y + t.
Now define g — h o / where

I/ti(x) if x G U\,
h < 7?2(-^) if x 6 U2,

(x otherwise.

Notice that Y\ug{pi, Wi) hioUuf^pi,Wi),nsg{zi,pi) n^.(z,. pt), T\ug{x, z,-)

fly-(x, z,-), and n* (û),-, x) FI^-(tb,-, x).
Now, by Proposition 3.6, we may choose s,t so that if q is a fixed point of

hi o/, n^(pi,iù,)o Yisg{Zi,pi)oTiug{x,Zi)oPi on*(uii,jc)|S;

then [fly.(x, u>i) o <p o n^(tî>2, x)]
1

(q) does not contain any fixed point of /?2 0 h-
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Thus, by conjugacy with n^(x, vo i) we have that if q is a fixed point of

/i := n^(u)i,x) o n^(pi.u)i) O n* (Z!,pi) o Ylug(x,zx) O Px

then (p~l(q) does not contain any fixed point of

/2 := n*(Ä2,x) ° n^(p2, û>2) o nsg(z2.ß2) ° n^(x,z2) ° Pz-

Now, let y e T, y c V and let yY,xr as before. Then l\(yY) Co(xY,g)
Co(Px(yY), g). So, if yY is not fixed by /i, we have two possibilities: either

(1) h(yY) <h yY, or

(2) h(yY) >7l yY.

In case (1), l\{yY) cannot belong to y by the definition of yY and so Co(xY, g) is not
contained in y.

In case (2), we conclude that the point

z := T\ug{zi,x) o nsg(pi,zi) o Uug(wi,pi) o n^(x,û)i)(yy)

satisfies z <j1 xY and so does not belong to y which implies that Co(yY, g) is not
contained in y.

Finally, assume that yv is fixed by l\ and let xY be the closest point of y IT I2

(in the order of I2) to x. Then we know that yY is not fixed by l2 and we apply the

previous argument. Thus, no curve y e T is an accessibility class. The proof is

finished.

4. Proof of Theorem 2

Let r >2 and let S be as in Theorem 2, i.e. S is 8r, 8rm, £?£,, 8rsp or 8rsp o). We have

to prove the set -7?o of diffeomorphisms in 8 having no trivial accessibility classes is
C1 open and Cr dense. This result is a consequence of Lemma 3.5, as follows.

Let's consider To : 8 -» *G(M) {compact subsets of M) (endowed with the

Hausdorff topology)

To(/) {x e M : AC(x) is trivial}. (4.1)

We observe that To(/) is indeed a compact set, it follows from Corollary 2.11.

Lemma 4.1. The map To is upper semicontinuous, i.e. given f 8 and a compact
set K such that To(/) D K 0 then there exists a neighborhood V-if) of f in 8
(which is also C1 open) such that To(g) C\ K — 0 for all g e 11(f).
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Proof. Let y r<)(/). From Corollary 2.13 there exist U(y) and Uy(f) (which is

also C1 open) such that for any g e VLy(f) and z 6 U(y) we have that AC(z, g) is

non-trivial.
Now, consider the family of Uy with y e K. We may cover K with finitely many

of them, say K C U"= x Uyi.
Let U(f) C n-=i ^v,(/)- If 8 e U(f) and z e K then z 6 Uyj and

g e Uyi (/) for some i and so AC(z, g) is non-trivial. The proof of the lemma is

By taking K M in the previous lemma, we get:

Corollary 4.2. If for some f e 8 we have that To (/) 0 then there is a

neighborhood U(f) C 8 (which is C1 open) such that for any g 6 U( f) we
have To(g) 0.

Now, we are ready to conclude:

Proofof Theorem 2. Let ~§o be the set of continuity points of To- This is a residual
set in 8 (since 8 with the Cr topology is a Baire space). We claim that if / ~§o

then To(/) 0. Otherwise, let x To(/) and we may assume that x belongs to a

periodic compact center leaf (see Lemma 2.4).
Indeed, by the continuity of T0 at / we have that for any neighborhood V of x

there exists U(f such that for any g e U(f) there is xg V such that AC(xg, g)
is trivial. A direct application of Lemma 3.5 yields a contradiction and the claim is

proved.
From this and Corollary 4.2 we get that the set

is C1 open and Cr dense in 8. This set IRq is just the set of diffeomorphisms where

5. The accessibility class of periodic points

Through this section, we consider 8 to be either 8r,8rm, S[r 8rsp or 8rsp (0
and with

dim Ec 2.

Let / 8 and let S'f be a compact periodic center leaf of period k and let

p (Ff be a periodic point of /. Let U be a neighborhood of p in M. We denote

by Co(p, U, /) the local accessibility class of p, that is, the set y !Ff that can be

joined to p by su-path contained in the neighborhood U of p.
We will classify the periodic points with respect to its behaviour on the central

leaf. In particular we say

• p is center-hyperbolic of saddle type if p is hyperbolic of saddle type with respect

complete.

(Ro {/ e S : r0(/) 0} (4.2)

any accessibility class is nontrivial.
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• p is center-cittractor or center-repeller if p is attractor or repeller w.r.t. f^c,
• p is center-elliptic if p is elliptic w.r.t. f^c
Assume that p is a center-hyperbolic periodic point of saddle type fK-c- We denote by

/•M
C Ws(p) the stable manifold of p with respect to f^c We write CEsp C Tp!F{ the

tangent space to CWs{p). Analogously, we denote CWu(p) the unstable manifold
of p with respect to f^c and CEp C Tpthe tangent space to C W" (p).

We say that a periodic point p of period r(p) of / is generic if:

• p is hyperbolic in the case 8 8r or 8rsp.

• —1 and 1 are not eigenvalues of in the case 8 8rm, 8^ or 8rspw.

Lemma 5.1. There exists a residual set §\ in 8 such that iff §\ and p is a center-

hyperbolic periodic point ofsaddle type off for f^c then there exist neighborhoods

Uc and U of p, Uc in Ec(p) and U in M, such that Uc \ (C W^lp) U CWJf.(p))
has four connected component, U H Ec (p) C Uc, and Co(p, U, /) is not contained

inCWfoc(p)UCW»c(p).
We say that a periodic point p as in the previous lemma satisfies the Property (L).

Proof Let Hn {/ e 8 : all points in Fix(/") are generic and every center-

hyperbolic periodic point p Fix(/") of saddle type satisfies Property (L)}.

Claim. Hn is open and dense in ß. In fact, notice that H® — {/ e 8 :

Fix(/n) generic} is open and dense in 8. Thus, to prove the claim it is enough
to show that H„ is open and dense in //°. It is immediate that Hn is open in //°.
Let us show that Hn is dense. Let / e //°. We know that there are finitely many
center-hyperbolic periodic points in Fix(/"). Choose a neighborhood Uc for each

one as in Property (L). By similar arguments as Lemma 3.5 it is not difficult to get

g e Hn arbitrarily close to / satisfying Property (L).

Finally, set ~§\ n„>oHn and the lemma is proved.

Theorem 5.2. There exists a residual subset <7?* in 8 such that if f 6 31* and p
is a periodic point which is neither a center-attractor nor a center-repellerfor //Lcl*i
on a compact periodic center leaf IFf then Co(p. f) is open. Moreover, if p is

center-hyperbolic of saddle type then there exist an open set V in M (contained
in a ball around p) and a neighborhood V.(f) (which is also C1 open) such that

for any g %l(f), we have V C AC(pg,g) where pg is the continuation of p
for g e U(f).

Proof. Let ,7?* where <7?o is as in Theorem 2 (see also (4.2)). Let / e 31*

and let p be a periodic point of /. Since / e tR*, Co(p) := Co(p, f) is either open
or a one dimensional C1 submanifold.
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Assume first that p is a center-elliptic periodic point of f^c of period r(p).
Now, since Co(p) is invariant under fT(p) and there is no invariant direction of
DfJ<FP\p) we easily conclude that Co(p) is open.

Assume now that p is a center-hyperbolic periodic point of //Lc of saddle type/ l
of period r (p) and assume, by contradiction, that Co(p) is not open, that is, Co(p) is

a one dimensional C1 submanifold. Then p satisfies Property (L). This implies that
there exists a non trivial connected set C C Co(p, U, f) C Co(p) and not contained

inCW^(p)UCW^(p).
On the other hand, TpCo(p) must be an invariant direction (by the invariance

ofCo(p))by Dfpand so TpCo(p) CEsp or CEup. Assume that TpCo(p) CEsp.
Thus, Co(p) is locally a graph around p (via the exponential map) of a map from
CE°p -> CEp.

Now, this graph is not contained in ClT^p) (since p satisfies Property (L) and

the connected set C C Co(p, U, /)). But notice that this graph is locally invariant,
by the invariance of Co(p). This is a contradiction since there is a unique locally
invariant graph, namely CW^ip). Analogously, if TpCo(p) CEup we use the

same argument for f~l. Thus, we have proved that C0(p) is open.
As the accessibility class Co(p) of a center-hyperbolic periodic point of saddle

type p is open and that CW^p) and C W"K(p) intersect C0(p) then, by invariance
we get that CWs(p) and C Wu(p) are contained in Co(p).

From Property (L), we know that there exists y/ Uc \ C W^c(p) U C Wj"c(p)
so that yp e Co (p. U, /). Let's order the four connected component clockwise
beginning with the one that contains y/. See Figure 8.

Let Bc(yf) be a ball centered in y/ contained in Uc \ (CW^ip) U CWj"c(p)),
that is, Bc(y/) C (/).

We know (see Lemma 2.7) that there exists a continuous map y : Bc (p) x [0. 1 ] —>

Uc such that

• y(z. 0) z,

• y(z, 1) C Bc(yf), and

• y(z, t) C C0(z, U, /).
Let Vc be an open set such that Vc c Bc (p) Fl (III). Thus, for any z Vc we have

for some t0 that y(z, t0) 6 (CW^p) U CW^(p)) C C0(p) and so Vc c C0(p).
Finally, we saturate Vc by local (strong) stable and unstable manifolds to obtain

an open set F C M. This set V satisfies the requirement of the theorem for U(f)
small enough by the continuation of center leaves, strong stable and unstable leaves,
the continuation of p, and the continuation of y (see also Lemma 2.12) and so

Property (L) is open. The theorem is proved.
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Figure 8. Accessibility class of hyperbolic periodic points.

Let / Jl* and let p be a center-hyperbolic periodic point of saddle type
(belonging to a periodic compact center leaf). Let U(f) corresponding to p and /
in Theorem 5.2 (we denote by pg the continuation of p for g e U(f)).

Let Tj : U(f) -* U(M),

rl(g) M\AC{pg,g). (5.1)

Notice that Ti is well defined since AC(pg.g) is open for g e U-if)-

Proposition 5.3. The map Fi is upper semicontinuous, i.e. given g e U(f) and

a compact set K such that Fi(g) Fl K — 0 then there exists a neighborhood
V(g) C y.(f) (which is also C1 open such that for any h e V(g) we have that

ri(A) n A" 0.

Proof. Let V be the fixed open set in M from Theorem 5.2, that is, V c AC(pg. g)
for every g e U(f). Let g %L(f) and K compact with Ti(g) Fl K 0 be

given. Let y e K, then there exists Uy and Uy(g) such that for any h e Uy(g)
and any z e Uy we have that AC(z, h) Fl V ^ 0 (see Lemma 2.12), in other words

Uy C AC(ph.h) for any h e V.y(g).
Now, cover K with finitely many of these open sets Uy, that is, K C Ui"=i ^yr

Let V(g) n)'=i (#)• Then, for every h e V(g) we have that K C AC(ph.h).
The proof of proposition in finished.
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Corollary 5.4. Assume that for g e U(f we have that Ti(g) 0, then g is
accessible. Moreover, there exists V(g) (which is also C1 open) such that any
hey (g) is accessible.

6. Proof of Theorems 3A and 3B

For simplicity, we prove both theorems together since the proof is essentially the

same. Let 8 be either 8A or SrA m
and with dim Ec 2, that is, the set of 8r or 8rm

where dim Ec 2 and having a compact periodic leaf so that the dynamics in this
leaf (in the period) is both Axiom A and sinkless. Let 31q be as in Theorem 2 and 31*

as in Theorem 5.2 (both restricted to 8rA or 8A m). Thus, 3io F 31* is residual in 8.
Let / e E0 n 31* (although in the proof of Theorem 5.2 we construct 31* C 31 o).
We will prove that / is accessible. Let's see the properties we know for /:
• Any accessibility class is nontrivial.

• The accessibility classes of center-hyperbolic periodic points of saddle type of /
are open.

• If p is a center-hyperbolic periodic point of saddle type, then it satisfies

Property (L).
• There exists a compact periodic center leaf E{ such that f^c is an Axiom-A

diffeomorphism and sinkless, where k is the period of Ef.
• If p is center-hyperbolic periodic point of saddle type, then the stable and

unstable manifolds in the center leaf CWs(p) and CWu(p) are contained in
the accessibility class of p.

Let's denote by A a basic piece from Smale's spectral decomposition of f,kvC
' 'M

which is not a periodic center-repeller. Recall that the stable and unstable manifolds

CWs(G(p)) and CW"(0(p)) are dense in A for any periodic point p e A. Let
x e A be any point. We know that Co(x) is open or a one dimensional C1 manifold
without boundary containing x. In any case, we have that it intersects CWs(G(p))
or CWU (O(p)) and therefore Co(x) D Co(f'ip)) 7^ 0 for some i. Therefore,
Co(x) Co(f (p)). This means that A is contained in (the open set) Gqeg^p)Co(q)
for p e A periodic. By the invariance of ]JqeO(p)Co(q) we also have that CWS(A)
and CWU(A) are contained in Uqe0(p)Co(q). Let Fo be the set of periodic center-
repellers which is a finite set. Let F\ be the set of center-hyperbolic periodic
points of saddle type. Since there are no periodic center-attractor we have that

Per(f/rf) F0 U Fi.
Since every point in Ef is contained in the stable manifold (inside the center leaf)

of the basic pieces, we conclude that Ef \ Fo C Up&F\ C0(p) and that Co(p) is open
for any periodic point in Fi. By connectedness we conclude that Ef \ Fo C Co(p)
(for any periodic point p e F\ Since the accessibility classes are non trivial for
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every q e Fo, we have that Co(q) H Co(p) ^ 0 and so Co(q) Co(p). Thus

F,c Co(p) for any p e F\. That is, the center leaf is just one center

accessibility class and by Lemma 2.4 we have that / is accessible, as we claimed.

Finally, since / e Ji* and fixing a center-hyperbolic periodic point of saddle

type p of /, in the setting of Section 5, we have a neighborhood U(f and a map Ti
defined in K(/) as in (5.1). Due to what we just proved Ti(/) 0 holds and so by
Corollary 5.4 there exists V(f) such that any g e V(f) is accessible. Thus,

£ U w)
/eÄ0nÄ,

is C1 open and Cr dense in S and formed by accessible diffeomorphisms. This

completes the proof of Theorems 3A and 3B.

6.1. Examples. We present here some examples where Theorems 3A and 3B apply.

Example 6.1. This example can be thought as a conservative version of the well
known Shub's example on T4 [34],

Consider the Lewowicz family (see [22]) of conservative diffeomorphisms on T 2
:

/ c c \
fc(x, y) I 2x sin(27rx) + y,x sin(27rx) + y I, c e R.

V 2n ' 2tc /
Notice that when c 0 fc is Anosov and when 1 < c < 5 the fixed point at (0.0) is

an elliptic fixed point. We just consider for instance c [0, 2], From this family it is

not difficult to construct a continuous map

g : T2 -* Diff°°(T2)

such that for two points p, q 6 T2 given, we have g(p) fo and g(q) fï- Now,

given r > 2, consider a conservative Anosov diffeomorphism A : T2 -> T2 having

p, q T2 as fixed points and with enough strong expansion and contraction so the

map
F:T2xT2-^T2xT2 defined as F(x, y) — (A(x), gx(y))

belongs to SrA m(T2 x T2). The center foliation is thus {x} x T2 and at !Fc(p)
{p} x T2 the map F supports an Anosov (and hence is an Axiom-A diffeomorphism
without periodic attractors). Our theorem implies that a generic arbitrarily small C
perturbation (preserving the Lebesgue measure on T2 x T2) is stably ergodic. The

same example can be considered also just in the skew-product setting.

Remark 6.2. Notice that due to the presence of an elliptic point on {^} x T2 the

center bundle Ec does not admit any dominated splitting. By the result in [4] we may
find a perturbation of F (and stably ergodic) such that the center Lyapunov exponent
is nonzero. This implies that the center foliation (which is two dimensional) is not

absolutely continuous.
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Theorem 3A admits some generalizations or different versions. We just give some

examples and an idea of how to prove stable ergodicity.

Example 6.3. Consider / : T2 -* T2 a conservative Anosov diffeomorphism
and let F0 : T2 x S1 — T2 x S1 as F0 fx id. This is a conservative

partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism on T3 with one dimensional center and the

center foliation is by circles. Let p be a fixed point of /. It is not difficult to construct
a (conservative) perturbation F of F0 such that on the corresponding !Fc(p. F) the

dynamics is a north-south Morse-Smale dynamics and F satisfies the same generic
conditions as in Theorem 3A. Then, the map fxf:T6->T6 belongs to S^(T6),
the center foliation is by T2 and F/yrc^^ is an Axiom-A diffeomorphism (the

product of the two Morse-Smale on the circle). Theorem 3A does not apply in this
case because F/jrc(PtP) have a center-attracting and a center-repelling periodic point.
Nevertheless, by the similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 3A one gets that
the union of the accessibility classes of the two center-hyperbolic saddles in !Fc{p, p)
is open and if it is not the whole center leaf !Fc(p, p) then Its complement consist
of a closed C1 curve which is a connection between the attractor and the repeller.
Since this curve does not separate the leaf !Fc(p, p) we have that the union of the

accessibility classes of the two center-hyperbolic saddles is just one accessibility
class Co(q), for q any periodic saddle, which is open and AC{q) has full measure
in T6. This means that F is essentially accessible and hence ergodic. Since the

above situation is C open we conclude that F is C stably ergodic.

The same argument also applies to the next example.

Example 6.4. Consider /o : M -* M to be the time one map of the suspension
of a conservative Anosov diffeomorphisms on T2. This is a conservative partially
hyperbolic diffeomorphism whose leaves of the center foliation are the orbits of the

suspension. Let p be a fixed point of the Anosov and the center leaf !Fc(p, /o)
is a circle where /o is the identity. We then find a conservative and generic
perturbation / of /o such that / restricted to !Fc(p. f) is a Morse-Smale system.
The diffeomorphism / x / : M x M —> M x M belongs to 8rm(M x M) with two
dimensional center leaves and in the leaf !Fc((p, p), f x f) is an Axiom-A on a two
torus and in the same situation as the previous example. The same argument yields
that / x / is stably ergodic.

7. Proof of Theorems 4A and 4B

The proof of Theorems 4A and 4B are essentially the same. Indeed, the important
thing we need is that if L fk{L) is a periodic compact leaf then fkL preserves
area. This automatically holds in the case of conservative skew products. We will
see that this property also holds if a symplectic form is preserved.
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In this section we denote by 8 either 8rw or SJ and with dim Ec 2. The key
fact about preserving a symplectic form to in 8£ is the following folklore result (see

[39, Lemma 2.5]):

Lemma 7.1. Let f : M —> M be a partially hyperbolic diffeomorphism preserving
a symplecticform co. Then to/ec is non degenerate (and so symplectic). In particular
if f is dynamically coherent and dim Ec 2 then to is an area form in Ec (x)
for any x. Furthermore, if Ec(x) is k-periodic then f^Ec(x) 15 a conservative

diffeomorphism.

Throughout this section in order to simplify notation we omit the word center
when we refer to the classification of periodic point in a center leaf in Section 5.

The next lemma says that generically we have compact leaves with periodic points.

Lemma 7.2. There exists a C1 open and Cr dense set ~§2 in 8 such that iff e §2

then there exists a periodic compact leaf having a hyperbolic periodic point.

Proof. Notice that the set in 8 having a hyperbolic periodic point on some compact
periodic leaf is C1 open.

Let fo 8 and let Ef be a compact periodic leaf. For simplicity we assume it
is fixed. We may assume also that Ef is orientable (otherwise we go to the double

covering). If Ef is not the two torus then fo/jrc has periodic points. Let / 6 8 be a

Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism and arbitrarily Cr close to fo- It follows that there is

a hyperbolic periodic point in Ef (/) since once we have elliptic periodic points we
have hyperbolic periodic points (see [40]).

If Ef is the two torus and fo has no periodic points in Ef, then by composing
with a translation in the torus (and extending this perturbation on Ef to M) we may
change the mean rotation number (the mean rotation number of the composition of
two maps is the sum of the mean rotation number of each one) to get a rational mean
rotation number. Using a result by Franks [16] we get a periodic point, which by

perturbation we may assume that it is hyperbolic or elliptic. And then we argue as

before.

Remark 7.3. In this situation we are working with (8rœ or 8rsp (0), if p is a hyperbolic
periodic point of / then for the restriction to the center manifold that contains p we
have that p is a hyperbolic periodic point of saddle type (since the restriction to the

center manifold preserves area).

Let IRo from Theorem 2, and let be the set of Kupka-Smale diffeomorphisms
in 8 which is a residual set, and let IR* as in Theorem 5.2. We consider

/ eÄofiÄ.n^n JOS (7.1)

and let Ef be a compact ^-periodic leaf containing a hyperbolic periodic point p,
Ef Ec(p).
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Let U(f be as in Theorem 5.2 and let Ti as in (5.1). Let C U(f) be

the residual subset of continuity points of Ti.
We will assume for simplicity that the compact leaf S — !Fc(p,f) is fixed

by /. When g varies on 11(f) the compact leaf 3TC(pg, g) varies continuously (by a

homeomorphism on M close to the identity), and thus there is a natural identification
between !Fc(pg. g) with !Fc(p, /) as the surface S. In order to avoid unimportant
technicalities we will assume that !Fc(pg, g) S for any g G U(f). Now consider
the following functions F2, T3 : 11(f) —»• C(S), where C(S) is the set of compact
subset of 5 with the Hausdorff topology:

r2(g) S \ C0(pg,g) and T3(g) C0(pg, g), (7.2)

where Co(pg, g) is the connected component of C(pg, g) that contains pg.
Lemma 7.4. The function F2 is upper semicontinuous and the function F3 is lower
semicontinuous. That is, given g G 11(f), a compact set K C S and an open set
U C S such that K fl ^(g) 0 and U H T3(g) f 0 then there exists 11(g) such

that K n T2(h) 0 and U n T3(/z) 0 for any h G V.(g).

Proof. The proof that T3 is upper semicontinuous is similar as the proof of
Proposition 5.3. Let V' V n S where V is as in Theorem 5.2 and let K C S a

compact set as in statement, that is K C C0(pg. g). Let y G K. There exists Uy C S
and Uy (g) such that for any z Uyandh e V.y(g) we have that AC(z. h) fl V ± 0.
On the other hand we can assume that Uy C Co(Pg g) and this means that the su-
path (of g) joining z e Uy with V' when lifted to the covering M is a path that starts
and ends on a same center leaf (which projects to 5) and so the same happens for h

near g. This implies that Uy C Co(ph,h) for any h e Uy(g). Then, covering K
with finitely many sets Uy and taking the corresponding intersection of the Uy (g)
we conclude the statement on T2-

Let's prove the semicontinuity of T3. Let U C S be an open set such that

(/ fl T3(g) 7^ 0. In particular U fl Co(pg. g) f 0. Let y be in this intersection and

let Uy and Uy (g) as before. We may assume that Uy C U. Then, for any h e Uy (g)
we have that Uy C Co(ph-h) and so U fl T3(/z) 0.

Let tR2(f) and Jij(f) be the sets of continuity points of T2 and T3 respectively.
These are residual subsets of U(f). We set

<rU(/) Ä0n§2nJ?,n (/) n st2(f) n #3(/) n n U{f), (7.3)

which is a residual subset of U(f). The next result implies our Theorems 4A and4B.

Theorem 7.5. Let g G Slut/) Then Cq(pg, g) T~c (pg, g), i.e. g is accessible.

Indeed, for any / as in (7.1) we consider as in (7.3) and we set

ft U ^W(/)-
fetR0ntR*r-g2nxs
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It follows that 3i is residual (and hence Cr dense) in 8 and every g G 31 is accessible

from Theorem 7.5. On the other hand, Corollary 5.4 implies that the accessible ones

The rest of the section is thus devoted to prove Theorem 7.5.

Lemma 7.6. Let g e 11(f) and let K be a connected component of the boundary
dCoipg, g). Then, for every x e K we have that Co(x) C K.

Proof. Let x e K and let y e Q>(x) and assume that y fi K. Since Co (x)
is connected, we may assume, without loss of generality, that y fi dCo(pg, g).
Therefore, since y cannot belong to Co(pg), we have that y fi Co(pg).

On the other hand we know (by Lemma 2.7 and Remark 2.8) there is a continuous

map y : Bx — By, such that for any z Bx, y(z) e Co(z), where Bx and By
are small neighborhoods x and y, respectively, and we may take By C 3rc(pg, g) \
Co(Pg)- Since x dC0(pg) then we may take z Bx n C0(pg) and hence

y(z) Co(pg) O By, a contradiction.

Remark 7.7. Let g e tR-u(f) and let Ai be a connected component of dCo(pg,g).
Then K has no periodic point. This is because K has empty interior and we know
that for any periodic point q of g, Co(q, g) is open.

Lemma 7.8. Let g e fR-utf) and let h e 11(f) such that h g in !FC (pg, g). Then

there is no periodic point of h in dCoiph. h

are C1 open.

CWfJq)

Figure 9.

Proof Assume, by contradiction, that there exists a periodic point q e dCoiph, h),
q e K a connected component of dCo(ph,h). Since h g on !Fc(pg,g)
3rc(ph, h) we have that q is a periodic point of g and hence q is either elliptic or
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hyperbolic (for g/3rc(Pg,g) and thus for h/^c(Pgg)). If q is elliptic then we know
that Co(q. h) is open and we get a contradiction.

Assume that q is hyperbolic. If Co(q. h) is open we are done. If not, we
know that CWs(q) C Co(q,h) or CWu(q) c Co(q,h). For instance, assume
that CWs(q) C Co(q,h). Since h g on -Fc(pg,g) then every periodic point
of h in !FC pg, g) is elliptic nondegenerated or hyperbolic and there is no saddle
connections (since g is JC-8). A theorem of J. Mather in [23, Theorem 5.2] implies
that CW"(q) C CWs(q) c Co(q. h) C K. We know that there exists a continuous

map y : B(q) x [0. 1] -* Fc(pg,g) such that y(q,-) C CWf^iq.h), y(q, •) is not
constant and for every z e B{q), y(z,t) e Co(z, h). Therefore, for z belonging to
an appropriate component of B(q) \ (C W^c(<?) U C JTj"c(<?)) we have that y(z, tz) e
C W^q) for some tz and so z K.

This implies that K has nonempty interior, a contradiction.

Proposition 7.9. Let h e 11(f) and let K be a connected component ofdCo(ph.h).
Then, the partition of K by connected component of accessibility classes form a
C1 lamination.

Proof. It is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.21.

We need a general result about C1 lamination of subsets of the plane.

Proposition 7.10. Let K c R2 be a compact and connected set with empty interior
and supporting a C1 lamination. Then

(1) M2 \ K has at least two connected components, and

(2) if R2 \ K has exactly two connected component then K S1.

Proof. If K contains a leaf which is diffeomorphic to a circle then clearly K
separates M2. On the other hand, if K does not contains such a leaf then by [15],
M2 \ K has at least four connected components, this proves item 1.

Now, if M2 \ K has exactly two connected components, by the above it follows
that K contains a leaf W0 that is diffeomorphic to a circle, which is unique otherwise
the complement has at least three connected components. Arguing by contradiction,
assume that there are other leaves of the lamination than W0.

Let W(x) be the leaf of lamination through x e K. Orientate the leaf in an

arbitrary way. It follows that the a and co limit set of the leaf must contain ITo-

Otherwise, the result of [15] applies and the complement of K has at least four
connected components.

Consider a transversal section J through Wq. By the above, every point in K \ J
is in an arc of the lamination having both ends in J. The same arguments in the paper
of [15] yields that the lamination could be extended to a foliation with singularities
in the sphere having at most one singularity of index 1 and the others have index less

than 1/2. It follows that the complement of K has at least 3 connected components,
a contradiction.
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We now state a theorem that will be useful in our context.

Theorem 7.11 (Xia [38], Koropecki [21]). Let S be a compact surface without

boundary and let f : S —> S be a homeomorphism such that (/) S. Let K be

a compact connected invariant set. Then, one of the following holds:

(1) K has a periodic point;

(2) K S — T2;

(3) K is an annular domain, i.e. there exists an open neighborhood U of K
homeomorphic to an annulus and U \ K has exactly two components (each

one homeomorphic to an annulus).

Proposition 7.12. Let g dlu(f) and let h e U(f) such that h g on HFc(pg,g).
Then, any connected component K of dCo(ph-h) is a simple closed C1 curve
invariant for some power of h (and g).

Proof. Let K be a connected component of dCo(ph > h). By Proposition 7.9 we know
that K admits a C1 lamination. We have three possibilities:

(1) K C U where U is homeomorphic to a disk and K does not separate U ;

(2) K C U where U is homeomorphic to a disk and K does separate U ;

(3) none of the above, i.e. in any neighborhood U of K we have non null-homotopic
closed curves (in !Fc(ph,h)).

Proposition 7.10 implies that (1) cannot happen. Let's consider situation (2). We
consider an open set Uq C U, where Uo is a connected component of the complement
of Co(ph, h) and dUo C K. Since h\(Fc(ph. h) preserves the form œ\!Fc(ph, h) we
have for some integer m that hm(Uo) Uq. This implies that h'"(K) fl K f 0. From
the fact that Co(ph~ h) is invariant we get hm(K) K. Since K has no periodic
point (from Lemma 7.8) and is not the whole surface, we have from Theorem 7.11

that K is an annular domain and by Proposition 7.10, we have that K is a simple
closed curve.

Finally, let's consider situation (3). Notice that there are finitely many components
satisfying (3). On the other hand, h maps a connected component K satisfying (3),
to another one also satisfying (3). Therefore, for some m we have that h'n(K) K,
for any K in (3). Applying Theorem 7.11 and Proposition 7.10, we get the result as

before.

Lemma 7.13. Let g e Then Co(pg,g) Trc(pg,g).

Proof. Assume that this is not the case, and so, there is a connected component "
of dCo(pg, g) (which is a simple closed curve) and an open annulus U which is a

neighborhood of 15, such that one component of U \ (5 C Co(pg, g) and the other

one is contained in the complement of C0(pg,g). We know that gmÇC) for
some m.
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Consider the family T of gm invariant simple closed and essential C1 curve in U.
Notice that curves in this family are disjoint or coincide. This is because, since g
is XS, these curves cannot have rational rotation number. Now, if mf2 ^ 0,

by invariance we have that they intersects along the nonwandering set £2(gm L))
12 (gm |t?2) • But ifone (and hence both) are Denjoy maps there must exists a wandering
open set U C Xe (pg, g), a contradiction since g preserves area on the compact leaf

Fc(pg.g).
Let V C V C U be an annulus neighborhood of as in Lemma 3.7. Since

g e X-u(f) and in particular g is a continuity point of the maps T2 and T3 (see (7.2))
it is not difficult to see that there exists V(g) such that if h T^g) and h g
on Xe (pg, g) then dCo(ph- h) must have a connected component in V which must
be an /2m-invariant (and so gm-invariant) essential simple closed C1 curve. By
Lemma 3.7 we get a contradiction.

Now we are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 7.5 and hence Theorems 4A
and 4B.

End ofproofof Theorem 7.5. Let g 6 X-u(f) and we already know that Co pg. g)
Xc(pg,g). We want to prove that Co(pg,g) Xc(pg,g). We argue by
contradiction and we assume that Co(pg,g) Xe (pg, g) and let £?,• Lj(g),
i 1 i be the connected components of dCo(pg, g). We know that every L)
is a simple closed C1 curve non null-homotopic invariant for gm', for some m,- and
let Ui be annulus neighborhoods of

Since g is a continuity point of T2 and T3 we get that there exists a

neighborhood V(g) such that if he V(g) then

• C0(ph,h) Fc(ph,h).
• Fc(ph,h)\Co(ph,h)nUi ^0,i 1 t.

Consider the family of essential simple closed C1 curves gm-invariant and

contained in [/,• and let Vj be as in Lemma 3.7. Since g e Xu(f) and for V(g) as

above we have for any h 6 V(g) and such that h g on !Fc(pg, g) that 9C0(p/,, h)
must have a connected components (h) (which are simple closed curves) contained
in every V). By Lemma 3.7 this curves cannot be essential in Vj. This implies
that ~i(h) must be null-homotopic. And therefore Co(ph<h) !Fc(ph.h), a

contradiction.

A. Proof of Proposition 3.6

A.l. Bounded variation. Recall that / : [a.b] — E is of bounded variation if:

!n-1
j

y, I/(jc,-+1) — f(xi)\ : a xo < x\ < ••• < xn b\ < oo.
1=0

and this supremum is denoted by V{f\ [a,b]).
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Lemma A.l. Let f : [a.b] —> M ofbounded variation. We have the following:

(1) if[ai,bi] C [a.b] then V(f; [ax,bx]) < V(f; [,a,b]),

(2) if(ax. b\) and (a2,b2) are disjoint intervals contained in [a,b] then we have that

V(f\ [a\,b\]) + V(f ; [«2,^2]) < V(f ; [a.b]). The same holds for any finite
disjoint collection of intervals (a;. bf)'s,

(3) if (ax.bx) and (a2.b2) are disjoint intervals in [a.b] and f([ax.bx]) U

f([t?2' bf]) D [c.d] then V(f :[ax.bx]) + V(f; [ü2. b2]) > d — c. A similar
statement holds for any finite disjoint collection of (a j. bj)'s,

(4) iff is the difference of two non-decreasing maps then f is ofbounded variation.

Proof. We just prove item 3, the others follows immediately from the definition
of bounded variation. Let's assume that c 6 f([ax,b\]). If d e f([ax.bx])
then we are done. So, assume that d f f([ax.bx]) and so de / ([«2» ^2])- Let
c* sup(/([ai,èi])) and d* inf(/([ai, bi])) then c* > d*. c* > c, and

d* < d. Then V(f ; [ax. bx]) > c* — c and V(f ; [02, ^2]) > d — d*. Then,

V(f; [ax,bx]) + V(f\ [a2. b2]) >(d- d*) + (c*-c)>d-c.
By induction, we prove the statement for finite collections of intervals.

A.2. Proof of Proposition 3.6. Let's state it again for simplicity:

Proposition 3.6. Let lx : [—a.a] —>• R and 12 : [—b.b\ —> M be two non-decreasing

maps and let (p : [—b.b] —> [—a, a] be also a non-decreasing map. Then for any
e > 0 there exist s.t, |s|, \ t \ < s, such that:

(p({x 6 [—b. b] : £2(x) + t x}) fl {x [—a, a] : lx(x) + s — x} 0.

For a non-decreasing map / : [a, b] -»• M and y e [a.b] we denote by f-{y)
limx/y /(x) and f+(y) lim^^j, /(x). We say that / : [a. b] -» M has a jump in

z e (a.b) if /-(z) f f+ (z) (i.e. if z is a discontinuity point of /). Moreover, we say
that f has a jump ofsize s if / has a jump in some z such that |/-(z) — f+(z)\ > e.

Lemma A.2. Let f : [a. b] —> M be non-decreasing. Then, for any e > 0 there is
8 > 0 such that if0<y—x<8 then either f(y) — /(x) < s or there exists a jump
ofsize e/2 between x and y.

Proof. By contradiction, suppose that there is eo > 0 such that for any 8 > 0, there

exist xs.ys such that 0 < y$ — xs <8 and f(ys) — /(*«) > £0, and there is no jump
of size eo/ 2.

Let (xn) and (yn) be two sequences such that 0 < y„ — xn < 1 /n and f(yn)~
f (xn) > £0, and there is no jump of size £o/2 between x„ and yn. for every n. Let x
be an accumulation point of {x„}. Since / is non-decreasing, we may assume that x„
approaches x from the left (otherwise lim f(yn) — f(xn) ./+ (x) — /+(x) 0).
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We may assume then that xn y x. By the same argument, we have that {y„} has

to approach x from the right, and we may assume that and so y„ \ x. Thus,

/+(x) — /-(x) > so, which is a contradiction, since xn < x < yn.

Let gi : [—a, a] —y M defined by gi Ii(x) — x and g2 : [—b, b] -+ M defined

by g2 — — x. Notice that, gi, g2 are of bounded variation and that

{x : 00) + ä x} gj^O) and {x : l2(x) + t x} — gf1 (s).

Lemma A.3. For any sx < s2 the following hold:

(1) 0_1 (gj-1 (,V[)) fi (p~l(gx1 (s2)) contains at mostfinitely many points.

(2) For any y in the above intersection there exists 8 > 0 such that either

(a) (y - 8,y) n 0_1(gr1(5i)) 0 and O-T + <5) H 0~1(O1(52)) 0, or

(b) (y -8,y)n 0"1 (gf1 (s2)) 0 and (y,y + 8) n 0~1(^1(Ji)) 0.

Proof. Let y e 0"1 (gf1 00) n 0_1 C^T1 (^2))- Observe that 0_1(g[~U^i)) D

^_1(gJ"1(s2)) 0- We claim that y cannot be accumulated at one side (either
right or left) by both sets 0_1 (gj"1 (51)) and 0-1 (g]"1 (52))- Otherwise, assume this
for the left, let x„ / y,xn e 0_I (g^-1 (^1)) andz„ / y,zn e 0-1 (gj"1^)). Then,
<P(x„) / 0-(y)and0(z„) 0_(y)- Hence, sx gi(0(x„)) 0(0(x«))-0O#O
and so sx (O)-(0-O)) - 0_(y)- Analogously, s2 gi(0(z„)) 0(0(z„)) -
0(zn) and so 52 OO-C0-O)) — 0-Ob a contradiction since .S] s2. This

proves item 2.

To prove item 1, let's assume that for y in the intersection situation (a) holds. Then

S2 Oi)-(0-O))~0-O)and.si (O)+(0+O))-0+O)- So, (O)+(0+O))
si + 0+(y) and 00+(0-0)) s2 + 0-(y). Since 0(y) < 0+(y) and 0 is non-
decreasing then 00+(0-0)) < Ol)+(0+O)b Then, + 0+(y) > £2 + 0-0).
Therefore,

0+0) -0-OO > s2-5I.
This means that the jump of 0 at y is at least of size s2 — si and there are at most

finitely many of them. The proof is complete in this case.

Now, assume that (b) holds and so si (O)-(0-(y)) — 0-00 ar|d s2 —

(O)+(0+O)) — 0+0)- Let £ s2 — si and let 8 (< s) from Lemma A.2 applied
to 11. Notices that

00+(0+0)) - Ol)-(0-0)) ^2 + 0+0) -si -0-0)
O2 -si) + 0+0)) -0-0) >52-5I-

If y is a continuity point of 0 then we have a O-jump of size s2 — £1 at 0(y) —

0+(y) 0_(y) and there can be just finitely many of them. On the other hand, there

can be finitely many y 's such that the 0-jump at y is at least <5. So, we just consider
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the set of y's such that 4>+(y) — 4>-(y) < S. By Lemma A.2 there exists a Ii-jump
in [(p-(y), (p+(y)] of size at least s/2. For dilferent y's the intervals [</;_(>')• 4>+(}')]

are disjoint. Since there are finitely many l\-jumps of size at least e/2, we conclude
that there are finitely many y's in

Now we can prove Proposition 3.6.

ProofofProposition 3.6. Recall that gi(x) f i (x) — x and g2 (x) liix) — x.
Assume, by contradiction, that for some e > 0 we have that for any s.t, |s|, |t| < s

we have

f({x e [—b,b] : I2&) + t x}) fl {x 6 [—a.a] : i\(x) + s x} ^ 0.

We know that g2 is of bounded variation, set M V(g2\ [—b, b]) and let k be an

integer, k > M/(2s). Consider a partition of [—e, s\ —s < .vi < S2 < • • • < < s,

and let S,- cp~l (gf1 (Si)). Notice that from our contradicting assumption that

g2(Si) D [—e, e]. From Lemma A.3 we have that S; fl Sj contains at most finitely
many points for / ^ j. And if i j I i then Si fl Sj fl 5; 0.

Let y i,..., ym be the set of points that belongs to more than one 5,-. For each y,-

let 8j from Lemma A.3 such that (y,- — Si. y,-) intersects just one of the sets Sj,
j 1 k, and the same for (y,-, y,- +5/).

f Ugi1 Oi))n<£

and the lemma is proved.

Let

i — 1

The sets S j, j 1,..., k are compact and disjoints. For each j, choose

Uj [J [ai,bi]
1=1

such that Sj C U j and U j fl (7,- 0 if j i.
Let

We can write Uj as a union of finitely many compact and disjoint intervals

/;(l),...,/;(m;).
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Now, we have:

* gi(Uj) D [—£, e] for any j — 1 and

• int(t/y D int(f//) 0 if j I.

Therefore, we have
m

YJV{g2',Ij{i))>2s,
i=i

and so, from Lemma A. 1, we get

k m

V(g2: [~b,b]) > E E v(t>2', Ij0°)) > kle > M > L(g2; [-b,b]),
7=1i=l

a contradiction. This completes the proof.
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